Assessment Ratings Decision Tree - Professional Skills

Do trainees receive guidance/instruction or direction on how to execute the skill (either before they start or while they are performing it) in order to achieve the set objective?

- Yes
  - Rating level 3
    - Can they satisfactorily demonstrate the skill? Was the objective for which the skill was being utilised achieved?
      - Yes
        - Rating level 4
          - Path A
          - How bad was it? To what degree was the objective of the skill achieved or not achieved?
            - Yes
              - Path B
              - Rating level 3
              - Rating level 2
              - Path C
            - No
              - Not even close
                - Path D
                - Rating level 2
                - Rating level 1
                - Path E
          - Was the objective subsequently achieved/resolved satisfactorily first time around by the trainee after receiving initial feedback?
            - Yes
              - Path F
              - Rating level 3
              - How bad was it? To what degree was the objective of the skill achieved or not achieved?
                - Yes
                  - Path G
                  - Rating level 2
                  - Rating level 1
                  - Path H
                - No
                  - Not even close
                    - Path I
                    - Rating level 1
          - Not even close
            - Path B
            - Rating level 3
            - Rating level 2
            - Path C
        - No
          - Not even close
            - Path B
            - Rating level 3
            - Rating level 2
            - Path C
      - No
        - Not even close
          - Path B
          - Rating level 3
          - Rating level 2
          - Path C
    - No
      - Not even close
        - Path B
        - Rating level 3
        - Rating level 2
        - Path C
  - No
    - Not even close
      - Path B
      - Rating level 3
      - Rating level 2
      - Path C

SAICA Decision Tree - Professional skills assessment